We highlight important real-world optimization problems arising from data analysis and machine learning, representing somewhat atypical applications of SAT-based solver technology, to which the SAT community could focus more attention on. To address the problem of current lack of heterogeneity in benchmark sets available for evaluating MaxSAT solvers, we provide a benchmark library of MaxSAT instances encoding different data analysis and machine learning problems. By doing so, we also advocate extending MaxSAT solvers to support real-valued weights for soft clauses via the presented problem domains in which the costs are naturally real-valued.
Introduction
Due to recent advances in maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) solving techniques, MaxSAT, and especially its weighted partial generalization, are being used for solving an increasing range of Boolean optimization problems. Having good benchmark problem sets is a critical requirement for modern algorithmic research, including MaxSAT solver development. Constructing large, meaningful benchmark sets is a time-consuming task that requires care. Indeed, there is an acknowledged shortage of good benchmark problem sets for weighted partial MaxSAT, which can be observed by looking at the weighted partial MaxSAT benchmark sets used in the recent MaxSAT Evaluations [4] (see http://maxsat.ia.udl.cat/).
In this paper, we give an overview of various important optimization problems arising from data analysis and machine learning, and how we have recently approached them via MaxSAT. As a contribution to the community at large, our emphasis is on providing the (Max)SAT community novel types of real-world benchmarks.
The data analysis problem domains described are:
• Cost-optimal correlation clustering (Section 3),
• Learning optimal bounded-treewidth Bayesian network structures (Section 4),
• Causal structure learning (Section 5).
Each of these domains represents a somewhat "non-standard" application domain for SATbased techniques. Furthermore, our recent work [6, 7, 8, 26, 25] -published mainly outside the SAT/constraints community-on applying MaxSAT solvers to these problems shows that MaxSAT is a very reasonable current alternative to approaching these challenging problems:
• MaxSAT allows for learning greatly better correlation clusterings than more traditional algorithms (w.r.t. costs of clusterings) and allows for constrained correlation clustering (novel) [6, 7] .
• MaxSAT is currently the most efficient way to learning optimal bounded-treewidth Bayesian networks [8] . This includes comparisons with e.g. competing state-of-the-art MIP-based approaches for the problem.
representetation of weight on soft clauses, stepping forward from the more traditional but in many case unnecessary and (from the end-user perspective) a restrictive requirement of integer-weighted soft clauses. 1 To corroborate this view, in each of the problem domains described in this paper the use of real-valued weights is a natural choice; more generally, we believe that by directly supporting real-valued weights, MaxSAT could become a more attractive choice as a Boolean optimization paradigm for a wider base of endusers. Note that, while floats can be converted using a simple script with high precision to integer weights by multiplying by appropriate constants, here we want to emphasize the user's perspective: there is no reason not to support floating-point representations of weights, since in many problems domains the actual weights are indeed real-valued. The benchmarks we have made available showcase such domains. Thus we wish to encourage MaxSAT solvers to adapt their solvers to also allow for floating-point representations of soft clause weights in the input WCNFs. 2 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After short recap of MaxSAT (Section 2), we proceed by explaining each of the considered data analysis problems one by one in Sections 3-5), with overviews on the MaxSAT encodings on which the provided benchmarks are based on. We conclude in Section 6, with details on the filenaming conventions used for presenting the underlying parameters of the benchmarks and some lessons learned from working on the MaxSAT-based approaches to these problems.
Maximum Satisfiability
For a Boolean variable x, there are two literals, x and ¬x. A clause is a disjunction (∨, logical OR) of literals. A truth assignment is a function from Boolean variables to {0, 1}. A clause C is satisfied by a truth assignment τ (τ (C) = 1) if τ (x) = 1 for a literal x in C, or τ (x) = 0 for a literal ¬x in C. A set F of clauses is satisfiable if there is an assignment τ satisfying all clauses in F (τ (F ) = 1), and unsatisfiable (τ (F ) = 0 for every assignment τ ) otherwise. An instance F = (F h , F s , c) of the weighted partial MaxSAT problem consists of two sets of clauses, a set F h of hard clauses and a set F s of soft clauses, and a function c : F s → R + that associates a non-negative cost with each of the soft clauses. Note here that the weight function above allows for assigning non-negative real values from R + as weights, as opposed to the more traditional definition c : F s → N restricting to integer valued weights.
Any truth assignment τ that satisfies F h is a solution to F . The cost of a solution τ to F is
i.e., the sum of the costs of the soft clauses not satisfied by τ . A solution τ is (globally) optimal for F if cost(F, τ ) ≤ cost(F, τ ) holds for any solution τ to F . Given an instance F , the weighted partial MaxSAT problem asks to find an optimal solution to F . We will refer to weighted partial MaxSAT instances simply as MaxSAT instances. 
Cost-Optimal Correlation Clustering
Correlation clustering is a well-studied [1, 14, 41, 22, 19, 7, 6] NP-hard clustering problem that finds important applications in various domains such as biosciences [5] , social network analysis and information retrieval [12, 11, 13] . Figure 1 outlines the correlation clustering task via an example. To begin with, we are given a dataset consisting of N data points V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N } with some features {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n }. Figure 1 (left) gives an example datasets. From the data, first a symmetric similarity matrix W N ×N is computed; see Figure 1 (middle) for an example similarity matrix. The similarity matrix W can equivalently be seen as a pairwise similarity function over V , i.e., the value at row i column j, denoted by W (i, j), indicates whether the data points v i and v j are similar (W (i, j) > 0) or dissimilar (W (i, j) < 0). The absolute value |W (i, j)| represents confidence in the (dis)similarity. The special case W (i, j) = 0 is used for representing missing information of the (dis)similarity between v i and v j in case of incomplete data. This definition of similarity matrices is thus rather general, and includes often-studied as special case, such as assuming complete similarity information with similarity values restricted to {−1, 1}.
The objective of the arising combinatorial optimization problem of correlation clustering is to partition (cluster) the set V in a way that correlates as well as possible with V , i.e., minimizes the number of similar pairs of points assigned to different clusters (partition) and the number of dissimilar pair of points assigned to the same cluster; and example clustering is shown in Figure 1 (right). An important contrast between correlation clustering and other clustering paradigms is that the number of clusters is not assumed as input. This makes correlation clustering especially well-suited for datasets for which the true number of clusters is unknown, which is in fact often the case when dealing with real-world data.
Problem Definition
A more precise formulation of the correlation clustering problem is as follows. Given a symmetric similarity matrix W , the task is to find a cost-optimal clustering, i.e., a function cl * : V → N minimizing the correlation clustering cost function:
where the indicator function I[b] = 1 iff the condition b is true. Figure 1 (right) illustrates an example solution of the correlation clustering problem. The cost of this (optimal) solution is 4.9.
Computing Weights
In our MaxSAT-based approach correlation clustering, the input to the MaxSAT encoding is the similarity matrix W . The exact method in which W is computed depends on the particular application at hand. A simple example is to assume that all data points are in the n-dimensional Euclidean space, i.e., v i ∈ R n for all i. In this setting, the Euclidean distances between pairs of data points can be transformed into a similarity matrix. More precisely, given the pairwise Euclidean distances d(v i , v j ) and some (hand-picked) threshold α, let
This is a natural (although by no means the only possible) similarity measure. Our MaxSAT encoding is of course general in the sense that we do not make any assumptions on the way the values of the similarity matrix have been computed.
MaxSAT Encoding
Next we give a short overview of the encoding of correlation clustering to MaxSAT. In [6, 7] we proposed three different encodings. Here we give an overview of the so-called binary encoding of [7] as it was the best performing one in our experiments. We refer the reader to the references for details on the two other, the so-called unary and transitive encodings. Given a set of data points V = {v 1 , . . . , v N } and a similarity matrix W , the binary encoding includes log N variables b 1 i , . . . , b log N i for each data point v i . The semantics of these variables is that the value of b log N i . . . b 1 i when interpreted as a binary number (least significant bit to the right) indicates which cluster the data point v i should be assigned to by the solution clustering. Using these variables, the constraint requiring that two data points v i and v j should (not) be assigned to the same cluster is equivalent to requiring that the value of b k i and b k j should (not) be the same for all k. This is encoded by defining auxiliary variables S ij using the hard
and including the soft unit clause S ij (¬S ij ) with weight |W (i, j)| for all (dis)similar pairs of points v i and v j . In total, an instance formed by the binary
is the number of non-zero values in the input similarity matrix.
Available Benchmarks
We generated the correlation clustering benchmarks based on nine real world datasets. The first four are protein datasets containing precomputed similarity values between amino acid sequences of proteins. The protein data was obtained from http://www.paccanarolab.org/ scps. The pre-computed similarity values for these datasets were in the range [0, 1]. In order to fit them into our clustering setting we subtracted −0.5 from all values. The four protein datasets contain 669, 586, 567 and 654 data points respectively.
The benchmarks also include five other datasets: For these datasets we created similarity matrices in the way described above. First we calculated the normalized Euclidean distances between pairs of data points, and then created the similarity matrix W in a way detailed in Equation 1 with α = 0.5. Finally, in order to simulate sparsity of the data, we pruned all similarity values in the range [−0.2, 0.2]. This step was omitted for the protein data as it was incomplete to begin with.
In the benchmark set we varied the number N of data points picked from each dataset in order to create MaxSAT instances with a runtime between 5 seconds and 2 hours, always using the N first data points from each dataset. The parameter values and filename convention used for the benchmarks are detailed in Table 1 .
Solver Performance
In [7] we conducted an extensive experimental evaluation of the feasibility of solving correlation clustering using MaxSAT. We compared our encoding with previously proposed (exact) integerlinear and quadratic programming formulations, and used the state-of-the-art solvers Cplex, Gurobi, and SCIP for solving. For solving the MaxSAT instances we used the MaxHS solver [17] . We found that this SAT-IP hybrid MaxSAT-solving approach scales significantly better on the benchmarks. For example, using a timeout of 8 hours MaxHS was able to solve 3 out of the Bayesian networks are an important and widely-used class of probabilistic graphical models for representing joint probability distributions, i.e., probabilistic relationships among a set of variables of interest [37] . A Bayesian network consists of a network structure, represented as an acyclic directed graph (DAG), and the parameters associated with each node (i.e., variable) in the DAG. Given a set of random variables X = {X 1 , . . . X N } the Bayesian network structure learning problem (BNSL) asks to find a DAG G with the node set X minimizing a given nonnegative scoring function s(G). Several different scoring function are well-known. The onlystandard-assumption our MaxSAT encoding makes is that the score s(G) of any possible structure G = (X, E) is decomposable [23] . A decomposable score can be expressed as the sum
is the parent set of node X i and s i (P i ) the local score of selecting the parent set P i for X i . Indeed, as explained in Section 4.2, commonly applied scoring functions are typically decomposable.
To begin with, in the BNSL problem, we are given a set of data in the form of observations over the set X. An example is shown in Figure 2 (left). Based on the observations, a local score s i (P i ) is calculated for each variable X i and candidate parent set P i ; see the example in Figure 2 (middle). The goal of the structure learning problem is to learn a DAG G, i.e., pick parents for each node X i while maintaining acyclicity, such that G minimizes objective function s. An example is shown in Figure 2 (right).
After learning a Bayesian network, the network is typically used for probabilistic inference tasks, such as determining the most likely joint assignments of a set of variables under given evidence. Exact Bayesian inference is in general NP-hard [15] , but for bounded (fixed) treewidth networks exact inference becomes tractable [30] . Treewidth is a fundamental and important graph theoretic property, which intuitively characterizes "how far" an undirected graph is from being a tree. In general, the treewidth of graphs on n nodes ranges from 1 (for trees) to n − 1 (including the complete graph K n ). Computing the treewidth of an undirected graph is in general an NP-hard problem. From the computational perspective, treewidth has important connections to (in)tractability. Specifically, many NP-hard problems on graphs, when restricted to input graphs of bounded treewidth, can be solved in polynomial time via dynamic programming, specifically Bayesian inference on graphs with bounded treewidth. This motivates the study of algorithms for the problem of learning optimal bounded treewidth Bayesian network structures (BTW-BNSL). Here it is important to note that BTW-BNSL is NP-hard for any treewidth bound W > 1 [27] .
LOCAL SCORES
⇒ MAXSAT: Figure 2 : The Bayesian network structure learning problem by example
BAYESIAN NETWORK STRUCTURE

Problem Definition
A more precise formulation of the bounded treewidth Bayesian network structure learning problem is as follows. Given a set X = {X 1 , . . . , X N } of nodes, for each node X i a set P i ⊂ P(X \ {X i }) of candidate parent sets for X i , a non-negative local score (cost) s i (P i ) for each candidate parent set P i , and a treewidth bound W , find a DAG G * such that
where DAG W (N ) is the set of DAGs over N nodes having treewidth at most W .
Computing Weights
As mentioned above there are a number of ways to calculate the score of a graph structure, which results in the local scores s i required as input to the MaxSAT encoding. Intuitively, a score should favor structures that explain the data well (e.g., maximize likelihood), but at the same time the score should penalize unnecessarily dense structures. One of the simplest examples of scores is the log (Bayesian) posterior probability of the structure G given the observed dataset D, i.e., s(G) = log P (G | D). With suitable choices of priors, this score is decomposable and computable in closed form [16] . Commonly used (decomposable) scores include BDE [16, 24] , BIC [40] , and scores based on information theoretical concepts such as MDL [29] and fNML [42] .
MaxSAT Encoding
Next we briefly overview the MaxSAT encoding of bounded treewidth Bayesian network learning. For more details we refer the reader to [8] . Assume that we are given a set X = {X 1 , . . . , X N } of nodes, and, for each X i , a non-negative local score (cost) s i (S) for each candidate parent set S of X i . Let K stand for the maximum number of candidate parent sets the individual nodes in X have. Our MaxSAT encoding of the BTW-BNSL problem under a fixed treewidth bound W includes one variable P S i for each node X i and its candidate parent set S. The semantics of these variables is P S i = 1 iff the set S is chosen as the parent set of node X i . Using these variables we encode the following constraints.
Each node in the learned network has exactly one (possibly empty) parent set. For a fixed node X i , this corresponds to the cardinality constraint S∈Pi P S i = 1. In the benchmarks, we encode this using the improved sequential counter CNF encoding of [39] , resulting in O(N · K) clauses and variables 3 .
The learned network is acyclic. In order to ensure that the learned network is acyclic, we encode for each node X i a level number l(X i ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} in binary. Using the level numbers, acyclicity can be ensured by enforcing that l(X j ) > l(X i ) for all parents X j of X i . This constraint results in O(W N K · log(N )) new variables and O(W N K · log(N )) clauses. 4 Optimality of the learned network. In order to encode the objective function of (BTW-)BNSL, we need to ensure that selecting a parent set S for the node X i results in a cost of s i (S). This is encoded as soft unit clauses (¬P S i ) with cost s i (S) for all nodes X i and candidate parent sets S, resulting in O(N K) soft clauses.
Bounding the treewidth of the learned network: This constraint is the most involved of the whole encoding. We view treewidth computation as a problem of finding an optimal linear ordering of the nodes [18, 10] . More precisely, our encoding enforces that there exists a linear ordering over the nodes of the network that has width at most W . This is sufficient for bounding the treewidth as treewidth can be defined as the minimum width of all possible orderings. We refer the reader to the references for more details and mention here that this constraint requires O(N 2 ) new variables and O(N 3 ) new clauses.
All in all the size of an instance created by our encoding is polynomial in the input, i.e., the candidate parent sets. Depending on the input data, the size of the resulting instances is dominated by either the acyclicity or the treewidth constraint.
Available Benchmarks
We generated the BTW-BNSL benchmarks based 21 standard BNSL benchmark datasets, and used W = 2, 3, 4 as the treewidth bounds This resulted in 63 instances. In more detail, the benchmark datasets and the used scoring functions were the following. Asia 100, 1000 and 10000, sampled from a BN with 8 nodes, Insurance 100, 1000, (27 nodes), Water 100, 1000 (32 nodes), Alarm 100 (37 nodes) and Hailfinder 100, 1000, 10000, (56 nodes). The precomputed local scores for these datasets are available from http://www.cs.york.ac. uk/aig/sw/gobnilp/. The scores were calculated using the BDeu scoring function with an equivalent sample size of 1.
Abalone (9 nodes), Wine (14 nodes), Zoo (17 nodes), Voting (17 nodes), Hepatitis (20 nodes), Heart (23 nodes), Horse (28 nodes) and Flag (29 nodes). These raw datasets are available from: http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml. We calculated the scores using the well known MDL scoring function.
Housing (14 nodes) and Adult (15 nodes). Precomputed local scores for these datasets are available from http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/jazkorho/aistats-2013/.
The parameter values and filename convention used for the benchmarks are detailed in Table 2 . 3 We did not find a better performing (in terms of solver runtimes) cardinality encoding in preliminary experiments. 4 The W term follows from the fact that the size of all candidate parent sets can be assumed to be at most W when learning a network with treewidth at most W . This is due to the fact that choosing a parent set of cardinality greater than W for some node would immediately imply that the treewidth of the learned network structure would be greated than W . 
Solver Performance
We empirically compared our MaxSAT-based approach for BTW-BNSL to a previously proposed dynamic programming algorithm (DP) [27] developed specifically for BTW-BNSL, as well as competing state-of-the-art approaches based on integer-linear programming: TwILP [36] , based on integrating domain-specific cutting planes for iteratively ruling out cyclic structures found during search; and IP, a recently proposed approach based on directly encoding BTW-BNSL as an integer program [35] . Out of the 63 benchmarks, 56 were solved by MaxHS via our MaxSAT encoding (using a timeout of 8 hours). The corresponding numbers of solved instances for DP, TwILP, and IP were 25, 45, and 41, respectively. MaxHS also turned our to be the best-performing MaxSAT solver, when compared to various other state-of-the-art MaxSAT solvers. For example, the Eva [34] solver was able to solve 9, and the ILP-2013 [3] approach (based on encoding MaxSAT instances to integer programs in a standard way and calling Cplex) was able to solve 13 instances.
Causal Structure Discovery
Discovering causal relations between quantities of interest is an essential part of many fields of science. Information on causal relations allows us to understand and predict system behavior not only when a system is in its natural (passively observed) state (e.g., patient without drugs), but also when the system is intervened on (e.g., when a doctor gives a certain drug to the patient) [38] . Although randomized controlled trials are the most reliable way of obtaining causal information, recent advances in causal inference have made it possible to formally gain causal information also from passively observed data [38, 43] . In the simplest scenario we consider here, we have passively observed measurement data from the system under investigation (Figure 3, left) , and the aim is to find the graph 5 describing the causal relations working in the data generating system (Figure 3 , right). In this task, the following MaxSAT-based approach currently allows for most general graph space (cycles and latent variables) and offers also better accuracy than previous approach [25] . As a trade-off for generality and accuracy, the approach currently has limited scalability, and is thus open for improvements. A causal structure (see an example in Figure 3 , right) is a mixed graph G = (X, E) over a set of nodes X = {X 1 , . . . , X N } that represents measured aspects of a system (e.g., smoking habits, age, height, gender). The set of edges E = E → ∪ E ↔ consists of directed edges E → = Figure 3 : The causal structure discovery problem by example
CAUSAL GRAPH STRUCTURE
Directed edges (→) in the graph represent causal relations (e.g., smoking causes cancer). Note that causal graphs are allowed to include directed cycles [26] , and so, between any two nodes there can be up to three edges (→,←,↔). Bi-directed edges are used for representing the presence of exogenous or outside influence on the measured variables. More formally, a bi-directed edge X i ↔ X j denotes the presence of a 'latent confounder' (e.g., particular but unidentified gene), that has a causal effect on both X i and X j , i.e., a structure of the form X i ← X k → X j , with X k being unmeasured. Instead of including potentially many nodes whose values are not measured, this inclusion of bi-directed edges in the graph allows for a type of a canonical representation of causal structures, with a graph over just the measured nodes (see [38, 43] for details).
Due to the more general types of graphs and models, the approach for finding optimal graph structures taken in Section 3 is not applicable in this context. Instead, intuitively, we find a causal graph whose reachability properties match the statistical dependence (e.g. correlation) properties of the data. So first, for each pair of variables {X i , X j } and each conditioning set C ⊆ X \ {X i , X j } we test whether the variables are statistically dependent 6 (X i ⊥ ⊥ X j |C) or independent (X i ⊥ ⊥ X j |C) in the observed data (Figure 3, middle) . Furthermore, we also obtain a weight describing the reliability of the decision (see Section 4.2 for details). Now, under some common theoretical assumptions (see [43] for details), there exists a conditional dependence X i ⊥ ⊥ X j |C in the observed data if and only if there is a so-called d-connecting path given C between X i and X j in the causal graph structure of the true data generating system. A d-connecting path given set of nodes C is a path (repeated edges are allowed) such that every 'collider node' connected with two incoming edges on the path is in C and other nodes on the path are not in C [44, 38] . For example, path X 1 ← X 2 ↔ X 3 ← X 4 is a d-connecting path between X 1 and X 4 for C = {X 3 }, but not for C = ∅ or C = {X 2 , X 3 }. Thus in the data generated by a system with causal structure X 1 ← X 2 ↔ X 3 ← X 4 , we would observe dependence X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 4 |X 3 and independencies X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 4 and X 1 ⊥ ⊥ X 4 |X 2 , X 3 (theoretically).
Thus according to this theory, the statistical (in)dependence (Figure 3 , middle) relations directly translate to reachability and separability constraints on the paths of the causal graph and hence provide the input to a constraint solver. However, the statistical independence tests run on limited sample sizes produce errors relatively often, and thus the obtained constraints are unsatisfiable simultaneously in any realistic scenario. This gives rise to an optimization problem, which we address via MaxSAT.
Problem Definition
The input to the causal structure discovery optimization problem is a set K of reachability and separability constraints. In more detail, K includes a constraint for each pair of nodes in the graph and for each conditioning set C, stating whether the variables should be reachable or separable by d-connecting paths (for an example input, see Figure 3 middle). A weight function w(k) gives a non-negative cost for not satisfying each reachability/separability constraint k ∈ K. The task is to find a causal graph G * (Figure 3 , right) that minimizes the sum of costs of reachability/separability constraints that are not satisfied:
where the class of causal graphs with n nodes is denoted by CG(n), and G |= k denotes that a causal graph G does not satisfy a reachability/separability constraint k ∈ K.
Computing Weights
We consider three different weighting schemes: 1) all the constraints all have unit weights, and 2) the independence constraints have unit weights while the dependence constraints have infinite weights, and 3) log-weights. Particular types of Bayesian tests also produce a probability of independence that directly describes the reliability of the test result [26] . We input the more reliable constraint of the two options: X i ⊥ ⊥ X j |C vs. X i ⊥ ⊥ X j |C, with the difference of the log-probabilities as its non-negative real-valued weight.
MaxSAT Encoding
Finally, we give an overview of two alternative encodings for the problem of causal structure discovery, fully detailed in [26, 25] . As the central definition of d-connection is rather involved, we aim here only at giving some intuition on the encodings without full formal details. In both of the encodings, we represent each of the bi-directed and directed edges for pairs of distinct nodes with Boolean variables. The input reachability and separability constraints are represented by individual Boolean variables, and included in both of the encodings as unit soft clauses with weights assigned according to the input. Note that already the number of input constraints is exponential w.r.t. to the number of nodes in the graph. The particular type of reachability used (d-connections), establishing the connection between the causal graph and the input constraints, needs to be encoded as hard constraints. The first option is to build up all d-connecting paths with recursion over path length [26] . This amounts to O(n 3 ) for each constraint, where n is the number of nodes in the graph (although many of the clauses and variables can be shared between the path-encodings for the different reachability/separability constraints). Alternatively, we can encode all independence/dependence relations by applying particular graph operations consecutively starting from the causal graph [25] . This also gives complexity of O(n 3 ) per constraint, but allows for more sharing between the constraints. We have found that this also translates in improvements in solver runtimes in practice.
Available Benchmarks
Causal discovery instances were generated from random linear Gaussian causal models, with 5-7 observed variables each. The average degree of the causal graphs was 2. For the log-weights both enc The encoding used "uai13" (see [26] ) "uai14" (see [25] )
weight The type of weight (see [25] ) "log" "const" "hardeps" type Indicates if the weights of the soft clauses are rounded to integers "dec" (not rounded) "int" (rounded) the floating-point and the rounded integer version of the instances are included. The weighting schemes, including whether integer or floating-pointing representation of weights were used have considerably different running times. The parameter values and filename convention used for the benchmarks are detailed in Table 3 .
Solver Performance
We shortly report on previously unpublished solver comparison on the causal structure discovery benchmarks. We used the following MaxSAT solvers: Clasp [21] , Eva [34] , MaxHS [17] , MSCG [33] , OpenWBO [32] , Primal-Dual [9] , and QMaxSAT [28] , and enforced a per-instance timeout of 900 seconds. Considering all the 116 benchmarks (including each of the three weighting schemes), we observed that the two best-performing solver were QMaxSAT (a model-based solver, solving 114 instances) and Clasp (solving 109 instances using its default branch-andbound. All other solvers solved at most 85 instances. On the perhaps most interesting logweighted benchmarks-based on the weighting scheme that was shown in [25] to be the most accurate one in terms of the discovered causal structures-Clasp performed best, solving all 35 instances each under 250 seconds. QMaxSAT was second-best, solving 35 instances each under 750 seconds. MaxHS came in third, with 26 solved instances, while the other solvers did not manage to solve more than 11 instances.
Conclusions
The main motivation of this work is to provide the MaxSAT community novel weighted partial MaxSAT benchmarks, thus extending the currently somewhat limited range of benchmarks from different problem domains. To this end, we have outlined three types of important data analysis problems, shortly explained how we have recently succesfully addressed these problems with MaxSAT technology, and provided details on an large benchmark set containing instances generated under various parameter value combinations from each of the described problem domains. To motivate MaxSAT solver developers to extend their solvers to accept floatingpoint representations of weights on soft clauses, we also provide the benchmarks in their original real-valued weights in addition to rounded integer weighted versions. The data analysis problems described represent somewhat untraditional problems in terms of typical problem domains for which SAT-based technology has proven an effective solving approach. Nevertheless, MaxSAT has proven to provide interesting alternative approaches to solving each of the problem domains. In light of this, we hope this work motivates further research on using SAT-based techniques for data analysis. From the experiences we have gained when working on using MaxSAT in these problem domains, we also see potential for motivating the development of MaxSAT techniques for more efficiently solving hard combinatorial optimization problems arising from the data analysis domain. For example, for scaling up MaxSAT for data analysis, there is an evident need for coping with large input data (perhaps e.g. by adopting a higher level representation language and applying partial grounding techniques within the MaxSAT solving step), and a need for incremental interfaces in the context of MaxSAT. On the other hand, such problem domains involve constraints which are naturally represented on the Boolean level, which gives promise for developing further SAT-based approaches to data analysis problems. Finally, we find it interesting that best-performing MaxSAT solvers are MaxHS (a SAT-MIP hybrid; for the correlation clustering and the BTW-BNSL problems) and Clasp (using a branch-and-bound algorithm; for the causal structure discovery problem). Moreover, MaxHS shows noticeably better runtime performance on BTW-BNSL than e.g. core/model-based MaxSAT solvers that are based purely on a SAT solver, as well as competing state-of-the-art exact approaches (both ILP-based and specialized algorithms). This also seems to suggest that these benchmarks can increase heterogeneity among the current standard benchmark sets used for evaluating (weighted partial) MaxSAT solvers.
